
Pastor Doug’s sermon
series on the Ten

Commandments, “Free to
Really Live”, has started me
thinking about the freedom
that we have in Christ and
how that freedom is fleshed
out in our times of corporate wor-
ship...or is it?  

Scripture says, “Where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is freedom.!” Are
we really free to worship Him?  

One theologian has defined wor-
ship as, “Responding to all that God is
with all that we are.” I love this defini-
tion because first and foremost, it calls
for us to respond. An incorrect per-
ception in our churches today is that
the musicians on stage are gifted per-
formers who are put on the platform to
bless the congregation with their tal-
ent, ability, and message.

In fact, all over this land, many
people invite their friends and family
members to their church each week to
show them what their church has to
offer in the form of energetic, quality
music and that warm fuzzy feeling it
creates.

Unfortunately, this mindset dis-
torts the purpose of corporate worship
from being a time of blessing and mov-
ing God’s heart into non-participatory
spectator entertainment. Too often,

we come into corporate wor-
ship only seeking a blessing
from the Lord. This inward
focus causes us to lose sight of
the one who should be the
object of our affection. Don’t
get me wrong, it’s not amiss to
seek a blessing from God and
God does want to bless us.
But worship is not about deal-
ing with the “me” issues.

Worship is about responding to
the one who created us for his pleasure.
I think we get the cart before the horse
sometimes. When we make worship
about ministering to God, the byprod-
uct is that we are blessed, encouraged
and lifted up. As we magnify his
name, his presence makes our needs
seem so small.

In actuality, the function of the
musicians is not necessarily to bless the
congregation, but to facilitate and
model sincere, participatory responses
directed toward God where the Holy
Spirit can be free to work.

This definition of worship also
goes on to say that we are to respond...
“to all that God is...”. Notice that it
doesn’t call for us to respond to great
music or cool lighting or a great mes-
sage. In true worship, we respond to
God’s attributes, his character, and the
work that he has done in us.

For many of us, it’s hard to get past
the first to get to the latter. At times I
have even found myself clapping for
the wrong reason. In my effort to

show appreciation for the musicians or
as I enjoy getting lost in the energy of
the music, God has subtly taken a back
seat.

This may mean that there are
times, if I’m really paying attention to
the words of the song, that clapping is
an inappropriate response, no matter
how good the performance. For exam-
ple, when I hear or sing a song that
challenges me to be a light in a dark
world, rather than applaud the musi-
cian, I need to reflect on how I can be
obedient to the great commission.
Furthermore, when we are worshiping
in spirit and in truth and the Holy
Spirit begins to work in us, we gain a
sense of the freedom that we have in
him.

As we reflect on who he is, we
become less dependant of the words on
the screens. The words begin to flow
more naturally as an overflow of what
God has put in our hearts. This is how
the worship songs we sing every week
are birthed in the hearts of composers
and then passed down to us. What a
cool thought!  

When I sing the words, “You are
My King”, it brings so many things to
my mind. I think of how I want him
to rule in my life and of my desire to be
submissive to his will. As these
thoughts come, I want to express them
in singing. These are not words that
are dictated on the screen for me to
sing, but my own personal expression
to God of what he means to me.

The last part of this definition of
worship says that we are to respond to
all that God is... “with all that we are.”
In other words, it calls for an action on
our part. Scripture identifies some of
these actions as bowing down, singing,
clapping, kneeling, dancing, lifting
hands, lying prostrate, prayer, and the
list goes on.

For many of us, we limit our
expression of worship to only internal
responses because we are uncomfort-
able in being demonstrative in express-
ing our worship. Let me make it clear
that as long as our hearts are in the
right place, God is just as pleased with
our internal expressions of worship as
he is our external expressions.

But why would we limit ourselves
when he has given us so many ways in
Scripture to demonstrate our love for
him?  I think, more often than not, the
real source of our reservation is self-con-
sciousness. We become so self-focused
that we begin to care more about what
other people will think of us than we do
about what God thinks of us.

The fact is that not every eye in
the place is on us in corporate worship
but when we become consumed by
that thought, worship subtly becomes
about us and not about him. When it
becomes all about him, we are truly
free to worship.
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Was Jesus an
Evolutionist?

Some of the simplest and yet
deepest mysteries of life are

questions about origins. Some
are obvious enough to occur to
a child and yet profound
enough to absorb the greatest
thinkers. How did the earth
and the stars come into being?  Where
did mankind come from?

The world answers, “Evolution.”
Some attempt to harmonize the Bible
with modern science through variations
of evolution such as theistic evolution,
the gap theory, and the day-age theory.
Could any of these be valid?  To clinch
the issue, look at what Jesus thought.

Was Jesus an Evolutionist?  Did
Jesus view Genesis as authentic history
or figurative fable?  Did He interpret
Genesis literally, or did He view it
symbolically?  After you read this col-
umn for a few months, you may be able
to tell whether I am an evolutionist
based on what I write. Likewise, look-
ing at Jesus’ own words and deeds will
answer the question for Him.

Jesus referred to Genesis at least
25 times, and He based vital teaching
on Genesis. During a dispute with the
Jews over His equality with God the
Father ( John 5:18), Jesus concluded

His case by equating believing
His own words with believing
Moses’ written record, a
record which includes
Genesis ( John 5:45-47).
Jesus anchored His claims to

record. Indisputably, Jesus
regarded Genesis as true his-
tory, and He expected His
hearers to do so too.

For another example of Jesus’ view
of Genesis, notice what He said when
questioned about marriage and
divorce. Jesus grounded His answer
for this heavy issue directly on histori-
cal data from Genesis: “Have you not
read, that He who created them from
the beginning made them male and
female, and said, ‘For this cause a man
shall leave his father and mother, and
shall cleave to his wife; and the two
shall become one flesh’?” (Matthew
19:4-5)  

Jesus’ subsequent teaching on mar-
riage presupposed the historical validity
of this Genesis reference. If the
Genesis foundation were invalid, then
the teaching He built on it would be
worthless. Jesus quoted the Creator’s
original instructions to Adam as the
reason for His own teaching on the per-
manence of marriage: “Consequently

together, let no man separate.” (Matthew
19:6)  The Lord’s use of the words “con-
sequently” and “therefore” signal that He
was deriving His conclusion straight
from His Genesis quotation of the
Creator. His conclusion is only as good
as His premise from Genesis.

This passage also makes it clear
that Jesus was NOT an evolutionist.
According to Jesus, God created
mankind fully formed as man and
woman ready for marriage at the
Beginning, NOT after billions of years
of evolution following the beginning.

Evolution contradicts the Genesis
record of how God created life and
established its orderly continuation
through reproduction. Ten times
Genesis 1 emphasizes “after their kind.”
Jesus Himself recognized reproduction
only within kinds when He said,
“Grapes are not gathered from thorn
bushes, nor figs from thistles, are they?”
(Matthew 7:16)  The logical argument
Jesus was making (on identifying false
teachers by their fruit) disintegrates
unless reproduction of life is only
according to kind; otherwise grapes
might come from thorn bushes!  Jesus
obviously did NOT believe in the evo-
lution of one kind of life into another.

Jesus’ view of Genesis can also be
seen in the writings of His disciples.
At his instruction they passed along
His teaching in the New Testament

under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit. These men recognized the his-
torical veracity and foundational
nature of Genesis, for they referred to
Genesis over 200 times.

They identified Jesus as the Creator,
not the Evolver ( John 1:3; Col 1:16; Heb
1:2). Luke traced Jesus’ genealogy back
to Adam using the Genesis genealogies
(Luke 3:23-38). Clearly Adam, and
each ancestor, were historical.

Paul also identified Adam as the
first man (1 Cor 15:45). Peter referred
to Creation and Noah’s Flood as his-
torical events (1 Peter 3:20; 2 Peter 2:5;
3:4-6). The NT authors were simply
reflecting the teaching of Jesus.

In full view of countless friends and
enemies, Jesus vividly demonstrated
His identity as Creator through many
miracles of instantaneous creation. He
turned water into wine. He created
enormous quantities of bread and fish
to feed multitudes twice. He raised the
dead. Most healings involved instanta-
neous creation of new flesh or bone.

Christ upheld Genesis as absolute-
ly true, historically accurate, and
divinely authoritative.

Time after time He based His
teaching on this foundation. Those
who claim Jesus as Lord must accept
His view as their view. Think like Jesus!
As Jesus said to Nicodemus ( John
3:12), if one cannot accept Jesus’ witness
to a literally true Genesis, how can one
accept anything else He taught?  

Was Jesus an Evolutionist?  NO!
Jesus was a Creationist!
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Deity on the validity of Moses’

What therefore God has joined
they are no longer two, but one flesh.


